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ABSTRACT
Noise generated in gas turbine combustors can exist in
several forms—broadband noise, sharp resonant peaks, and
regular or intermittent non-linear pulsing. In the present
study, dynamic pressure measurements were made in several
1P-5-fueled combustor configurations, at various mean
pressures and temperatures. The fluctuating pressure was
measured at mean pressures from 6 to 14 atm and inlet
temperatures ir0111 550 K to 850 K. The goal of the present
work was to study the effect of changes in mean flow
conditions on combustor noise: both broadband noise and
sharp tones were considered. In general, the shape of the
broadband noise spectrum was consistent from one
configuration to another. The shape of the spectrttm was
influenced by the acoustic filtering of the combustion zone.
This filtering ensured the basic consistency of the spectra.
L3 general, the trends in broadband noise observed at low
mean pressures were also seen at high mean pressures; that
is, the total sound level decreased with both increasing
equivalence ratio and increasing inlet temperature. The
combustor configurations without a central pilot experienced
higher broadband noise levels and were more susceptible to
narrow peak resonances than configurations with a central
pilot The sharp peaks were more sensitive to the mean flow
than was the broadband noise, and the effects were not
always the same. In some situations, increasing the
equivalence ratio made the sharp peaks grow, while at other
conditions, increasing the equivalence ratio made the sharp

peaks shrink. Thus, it was difficult to predict when
resonances would occur, however, they were reproducible.
Noise was also observed near lean blow out As with other
types of noise, lean blow out noise was affected by the
combustion chamber acoustics, which apparently maintains
the fluctuations at a uniform frequency. However, the actual
conditions when this type of noise was experienced appeared
to simply follow the lean blow out limit, as it varied with
mean temperature and pressure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Noise generated in gas turbine combustors can exist in
several forms—broadband noise, sharp resonant peaks, and
regular or intermittent nonlinear pulsing. Broadband
combustion noise, which can occur in open or confined
flames, is characterized by a wide peak in its spectrum. The
unsteady heat release rate that causes this noise can be
attributed to the turbulence of the flame structure or
incoming air flow (Souffle, 1972). In confined flames the
heat release from the combustion may couple with the
acoustics of the combustion chamber. If this feedback has
the appropriate phase and there is little damping and losses
at the boundaries, an instability is seen. Sometimes, this
feedback is designed into a combustor to improve
performance, as in the case of pulse combustors (Putnam, et
al., 1986). Finally, noise can be associated with approaching
the lean blow out limit of the combustor. This particular
noise becomes quite loud close to lean blow out, and appears
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The dynamic pressure measurements were made in the
Engine Research Building at NASA Lewis Research Center.
The facility was developed to test model combustors at
elevated temperatures and pressures. The experimental
setup is shown in figure 1. The liquid fuel (JP-5) and air are
introduced into the combustor in three stages. Just
downstream of the dump plane the flow area was 0.050 m 2.
At a distance of 0.14 m from the dump plane (i.e., fuel-air
mixture inlet plane) the duct had converged to an area of
0.022 m2. The flame tube had a cross section of 0.22 m x 0.10
m (0.022 m2). A quartz window, installed between the dump
plane and the end of the converging section, allowed visual
observation of the flame. At a total distance of 0.94 m from
the dump plane, the flow exhausted into a chamber, where
water sprays cooled the combustion products.
Four different combustor configurations are considered
in this paper, as shown on Table 1. In this table, the
numbers 1 and 2 following "premixed" and "pilot" refer to
the different positions of the stages.
Table 1. Combustor Configurations
Configuration
Stage A
Stage B
pilot 1
premixed 1
1
pilot 2
2
premixed 1
3
premixed 1
premixed 2
4
premixed 1
premixed 1

Stage C
premixed 1
premixed 1
premixed 1
premixed 1

For all results presented in this paper the fuel-air mixture
for all three stages were equivalent for a given operating
condition. The equivalence ratio (CD) varied from 0.35 to
0.57. The mean pressure varied between 6 atm. and 14
atm., and the inlet air temperature was in the range 550K to
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perturbations in the fuel-air mixing. Due to the complexity of
the situation, it is not often easy to predict the dominant
physics for noise production in a real combustor. Specific
combustors invariably need to be tested, and retested when
design modifications are made.
This paper describes the results of experimental
measurements of combustor noise made at various operating
conditions. Combustor tests in continuous-flow combustors are
often performed at atmospheric, medium, and high pressures.
Frequently, such studies involve use of different test facilities,
with different acoustic boundary conditions and perturbations in
the air supplies. Therefore it is often difficult to separate the
effects of mean flow conditions and combustor performance from
those due to the variations in test facilities. There is also
concem as to whether the n type of noise would be excited at
elevated pressure as at low pressure. In this study, dynamic
pressure measurements were made in several combustor
configurations at various mean pressures and temperatures,
using the same test facility. The goal of the present work was to
study the effect of changes in mean flow conditions on
combustor noise; both broadband noise and sharp tones were
considered

highly nonlinear when there is a periodic extinction and
reignition of the flame.
Because unsteady heat release rate is the source of
combustor noise, mechanisms responsible for this
unsteadiness must be identified. Unsteady heat release rates
are produced by many factors (Mahan, 1984). For example,
the turbulence of the incoming air can be amplified by the
flame. In some cases small scale turbulence in the flame
itself gives rise to unsteady heat release rates.
Alternatively, large scale structures can cause the heat
release rate to become unsteady (Keller, at al., 1982).
Perturbations in chemical kinetic rates, due to temperature,
pressure and concentration fluctuations, can also be a factor
(Darling, at aL, 1995). The fuel flow rate can be unsteady,
resulting in the unsteady flow of reactants into the flame
zone, thus causing the heat release rate to fluctuate. In fact,
perturbing the fuel flow is being considered as a means of
actively reducing combustor noise (Richards, etal., 1995 &
Neumeier, et al., 1996). For liquid-fuels combustors,
perturbations in atomization and rate of vaporization can
also result in the unsteady introduction of fuel into the flame
zone (Heidmann and Groeneweg, 1969, & Heidmann and
Weiber, 1966).
These modes of unsteady heat release rate may or may
not couple with the acoustics of the combustion chamber. If
it does couple with the chamber acoustics, they may or may
not be in the appropriate phase to amplify the pressure
fluctuations. If there is the correct phase relationship, the
boundary conditions are important, because they determine
if an instability will develop. The acoustic boundary
conditions of a combustor are a function of the geometry of
the system and the velocity and thermodynamic properties of
the flow through the boundary. In addition to reflecting and
transmitting acoustic waves, the boundary may contribute
directly to the interaction between the acoustics and the heat
release rate, as when entropy waves are transformed into
acoustic disturbances at the exit of a combustion chamber
(Keller, 1995).
Premixed combustors are being considered for advanced
aircraft gas turbines, because their potential for low NO (oxides
of nitrogen) emissions has been demonstrated in ground-based
applications. However these combustors are especially
susceptible to instabilities caused by interactions between the
acoustics and the fluctuating heat release rate. Resonance occurs
when the fluctuating heat release rate is in phase with the
flurtitating pressure, along with insufficient damping and/re
transmission at the boundaries. If the resonance is linearly
unstable, it will grow until it reaches a limit cycle. Instabilities
can raise mechanical failure, as well as increased heat transfer
and environmental noise. Meanwhile, broadband noise occurs
in premixed combustors even when there is no discernible
resonance. Thus, understanding and controlling noise are
necessary for the successful application of premixed combustors.
Premixed combustors are susceptible to fluctuations in the
heat release caused by factors listed above: hydrodynamic
instabilities (e.g., vortex she/Mina variations in chemical
kinetic rate turbulence of the incoming air stream; fluctuations
in the rate at which fuel is delivered to the flame; perturbations
in the atomization and vaporization of the liquid fuel; and

III. BROADBAND NOISE RESULTS
Three basic types of noise were observed in the prembced
combustor broadband noise, narrow peak acoustic tones, and
pulsing oscillations associated with flame instability near lean
blow out Often, during ow studies, the combustor did not
exhibit any resonance. Figure 2 shows a typical power spectral
density in the absence of rescmance. This specromr was taken
while testing configuration 3, and operating conditions as
follows mean pressure of 10 attn., equivalence ratio of 0.52, and
a flame temperature of 1840 K. In this case the total pressure
fluctuation (i.e. over all frequencies) was 1.92 loPa (rms),
compared with 0.47 kPa (rms) when air, alone, was flowing
through the combustor (i.e. there was no flame). Although the
actual amplitudes and frequencies varied with the operating
conditions, the basic shape of the spectra were consistent from
one point to another and even from one configuration to another.
The peaks and valleys in the noise spectrum were probably
due to the broadband turbulent noise generated by the flame
being filtered by the acoustics of the combustion chamber. An
acoustic analysis of the flame tube, shown in figure 1, was
performed, to check this hypothesis The equations used for the
analysis are described by Darling, et al. (1995), and axe based
on the method of Bloxidge, etal. (1988). The stiffness of the
system due to the acoustic impedance as well as the acceleration
of the mean flow through the flame and converging sections
were included in the model Ideal boundary conditions of a
pressure antincrie at the fuel-air mixture dump plane and a
pressure node at the exit (where the flow exhausts into the spray
chamber) were used The mean heat release rate was assumed
to take place uniformly from the dump plane to the end of the
converging section. This analysis differs from the cited
tires in that, here, we are not looking for an unstable
cigar/eine, but rather a response (measured at the transducer
location) to a spectrally uniform (broadband) acoustic source
located at the center of the heat release region
The magnitude of the response function predicted by the
analysis is shown in figure 3 for the same mean flow conditions
as the sample spectrum given in figure 2. The predicted peaks
are primarily due to the resimarces of the chamber, while the
calculated anti-resonance, at just over 1000 Hz, is due to the
location of the transducer within the flame tube. The peaks of
the computed response fimction are close to, but not exactly the
same as, the peaks of the measured spectrum. The differences
are probably due to simplifying assumptions made in the model.
For example, the exit plane is not a perfect pressure node, the
fuel-air mixture entry plane is not really infinitely stiff (some

Table 2.
Pressure Fluctuations (rms), in 1cPa for
Configuration 2
Tin = 730 K
P=14 atm P=12 atm
P=10 atm
P= 9 atm
2.67 kPa
2.32 kPa
2.34 kPa
rt=0.44
2.31 kPa
2.40 kPa
2.06 kPa
irt=0.49
1.98 kPa
1.70 kPa
2.01 kPa
2.24 kPa
1.92 kPa
it=0.52
1.59 kPa

0=0.4.4
0= 0.49
0.50
itIr= 0.54

Tin = 770 K
P=10 atm
P=9 atm
1.82 kPa
1.69 kPa
1.76 kPa
1.55 kPa
1.75 kPa
1.40 kPa

Pr-- 8 atm
1.51 kPa
1.30 kPa
1.24 kPa

In general, noise level increased with mean pressure,
but decreased with increases in both equivalence ratio and
inlet temperature. The only exception in table 2 is for an
inlet temperature of 730 K and a equivalence ratio of
0.44-the fluctuating pressure increased slightly when the
mean pressure was reduced from 12 atm to 10 atm. The
increase may have been caused by variations in the
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acoustic energy will be transmitted into the premixing zone), and
the acoustic source is not at a single location but is distributed
over the whole volume where the heat release occurs, and the
noise source is not completely spectrally tmiform. Nonetheless,
even with these simplifications, the shape and approximate
frequencies of the calculated response function are close to those
of the measured spectrum. As a result, it is difficult to identify
the peak frequency of the noise gained by the flame in figure
2, since the generated sound is strongly filtered by the
combustion chamber acoustics. The benefit of this filtering is
that, if We know the acoustics of the combustor, we can predict
the approximate fiequencies of the broadband sound that would
be observed.
It was stated above that the broadband power spectra are
consistent at different operating conditions This consistency is
demonstrated in figure 4, which shows the power density spectra
for configuration 1 operating ma flame temperature of 1870 K
and a equivalence ratio of 0.52. Figure 4 shows the effect of
variations in the mean pressure on the broadband combustor
noise. The mean pressure in the combustor was changed from 10
Ellin to 13 atm, while holding constant the flame temperature,
equivalence ratio and flow velocity The 30 percent increase in
mean pressure resulted in a 16 peroma increase in the fluctuating
pressure (integrated over all frequencies). from 1.92 kPa (0.278
psi) rms to 2.24 kPa (0.325 psi) sins. This increase was typical
of the observed effect of mean pressure on the broadband noise.
Increasing the mean pressure increased the fluctuating manse,
but not by the same facia. Again, the general shape of the power
spectral density curve remained approximately the mme as for
the previous example.
In addition to the mean pressure, the equivalence ratio
and the inlet air temperature affected the magnitude of the
pressure fluctuations. Table 2 shows results for
configuration 2, and inlet temperatures of 730 K and 770 K.
The equivalence ratio (0) was varied from 0.44 to 0.54.

850K. The Mach number downstream of the flame was
typically about 0.07.
Fluctuating pressure measurements were made with a
piaoresistive pressure transducer, installed in the flame
tube (i.e. in the 0.022 m 2 section of the apparatus). The
transducer was attached to a semi-infinite tube, to prevent
the tube acoustics from interfering with the measured signal.
The power density spectra presented in the following
sections represent a linear average of 150 spectra.
Frequently, however, a larger sample was taken to ensure
the adequacy of the use of 150 samples.

equivalence ratio. The trends given in table 2 were observed
in the broadband noise for all four configurations.

IV. SHARP PEAK NOISE RESULTS
In the previous section we examined combustion noise
when the unsteady heat release rate was either not affected
by the chamber acoustics or, at least, not in a way that
excited a resonance that could be observed above the
broadband noise. But, this lack of excitation was not always
the case Particularly with configurations 3 and 4, which
had no pilot stage, acoustic resonances were often observed.
The resonances were very sensitive to changes in the mean
flow conditions, and the effect of these changes was not
always consistent. For example, at low inlet temperatures
(near 550 K), increasing equivalence ratio increased a
resonant peak, while at higher inlet temperatures (above 800
K), increasing equivalence ratio decreased the resonant
PeakChanging the mean flow altered not only the amplitude
of resonant peaks, but sometimes the general character of
the noise. At a flame temperature of 1760 K, a equivalence
ratio of 0.44, and a mean pressure of 9 attn. configuration 4
experienced a low frequency pulsing. Figure 5 shows the
power spectral density for such a situation. The pulsing can
also be seen in the time trace of the fluctuating pressure
(figure 6). The frequency was low enough that visible light
intensity from the flame could be visually observed to
fluctuate. When the mean pressure was increased to 14 atm,
the low frequency pulsing disappeared; the low frequency
peaks were several orders of magnitude smaller on the
power spectral density (figure 7) and the pulsing could not
be observed visually through the quartz window. The overall
shape of the spectrum returned to the broadband noise
spectrum seen in earlier examples. Because the higher
mean pressure did not produce the resonance, the total noise
level decreased from 5.4 kPa to 4.6 kPa. This trend is
opposite to that observed for the broadband noise.
Figure 8 illustrates another resonance, in this case in
configuration 3. Here, again, the mean pressure was changed. It
was increased from. 7.5 atm to 10 atm. The frequency of the
largest pealc remained the same, as one might expect, since the
inlet temperature and equivalence ratio did not change. In this
case the total noise level increased from 4.03 to 5.80 kPa (this
increase is consistent with the trend for broadband noise)
Meanwhile, the magnitude of the spectral peak increased more
dramatically—from 1.09 kPa 2/Hz to 6.27 kPa2/H2, a 7.6 dB
increase in that tone In addition, a harmonic of that tone which
was not observed at 7.5 atm was seen at 10 atm. These results
are typical of resccances seen in the combustor the resonant
tones were much more sensitive to changes in the mean flow
conditions than was the broadband noise.
Occasionally, the resonmt peaks dominated the combustor
noise even more than in the previous example Figures 9 and 10
show an example of such a case. Multiple narrow peaks and
their harmonics can be seen in the spectrum (figure 10). In this
case, the total pressure fluctuation (rms) was 32.3 kPa. These
frequencies were too high to see any emitted light fluctuations
visually through the quartz window, however, the magnitude of

V. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic pressure measurements were made in a
premixed, liquid-fueled (JP-5) gas turbine combustor with
four different configurations. The fluctuating pressure was
measured at various flow conditions, mean pressures of
between 6 atm and 14 atm, inlet temperatures of between
550K to 850K, and equivalence ratios between 0.35 and
0.57. In general, the broadband noise spectra were very
similar from one condition to another and from configuration
to configuration. The shape of the spectrum was apparently
influenced by the acoustics of the combustion zone. The
filtering of the broadband noise by the combustion chamber
acoustics ensured the basic consistency in the broadband
spectra. The trends in broadband noise seen at low mean
pressures were also usually seen at high mean pressures,
that is, the total sound level decreased with increasing
equivalence ratio or inlet temperature. These results suggest
low pressure testing may be adequate to evaluate a
combustor design change as to its effects on broadband
noise. However, the frequencies obtained at low mean
pressure will surely match those at high mean pressure only
if the geometry and acoustic boundary conditions remain the
same.
The configurations without a central pilot experienced
higher broadband noise levels and were more susceptible to
narrow peak resonances than the configurations with a
central pilot These differences were observed at both low
and high mean pressures.
In contrast to the broadband noise, the sharp peaks
were very sensitive to the mean flow conditions. Also the
effects were not always consistent at some conditions,
increasing equivalence ratio made the sharp peaks grow,
while at other conditions, increasing the equivalence ratio
made the sharp peaks shrink. Although it was not easy to
predict when resonances would occur, they were
reproducible. These results suggest a series of low pressure
tests could be used to examine if one combustor design is
generally MOM susceptible to instabilities than another.
Also, more detailed diagnostics could be used to understand
the mechanisms of unsteady heat release rate and its
interactions with the chamber acoustics. However, high
pressure tests, with realistic acoustic boundaries, are
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the fluctuations was much more severe than in the previous case
(see figures 5,6, 9, and 10).
Often, resonances occurred near lean blow out The
pressure traces looked highly =linear, representing multiple
modes and nonlinear interactions. This type of interaction is
important, since many low emission combustor designs involve
burning at fuel-lean conditions, to reduce NO. production.
Figure 11 shows the temporal trace of the fluctuating pressure
nem lean blow out, when there was a very low frequency (about
8 Hz) pulsing of the flame, again accompanied by visible pulsing
of light in the combustor. This pulsing, which was very regular,
appears to be associated with a bulk oscillation mode of the
chamber. The mean pressures and temperatures, where this type
of noise was observed, essentially corresponded to the lean blow
out points of the combustor.

Stroh W.C., "Some Results in Combustion Generated
Noise," J. of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 23, No. 1, 1972, pp.
113-125.

apparently still necessary to know exactly when a particular
gas turbine combustor will experience sharp resonances.
The noise that is observed very close to lean blow out is
affected by the chamber acoustics, in that the chamber
acoustics apparently maintain the fluctuations at a uniform
frequency. However, the actual conditions when this noise
was experienced simply followed the lean blow out limit as
it varied with mean temperature and pressure.
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Figure 6. Pressure time trace showing low frequency
pulsing when configuration 4 was operated at flame
temperature of 1760 K, with equivalence ratio of 0.44, and
mean pressure of 9 atm.

Figure 4. Power spectral density of broadband noise for
configuration 1 at mean pressures of 10 atm and 13 atm.
The flame temperature was 1870 K and the equivalence
ratio 0.52.
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Figure 5. Power s pa.h al density showing low frequency
puking when configuration 4 was operated at flame
temperature of 1760 IC, a e quivalence ratio of 0.44, and
mean pressure of 9 atm.
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Figure 7. Power spa..tt al density showing that the low
frequency peaks are several orders of ma gnitude smaller
when the mean pressure was increased to 14 atm
(configuration 4). The flame temperature was 1760 K and
the equivalence ratio 0.44.
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Figure 10. Power spectral density when the oscillating
pressure was dominated by sharp peaks The flame
temperature was 1860 K and the equivalence ratio 0.57.

Figure 8. Power spectral density for configuration 3 at mean
pressures of 7.5 and 10 atm. The flame temperature was
1760 K and the equivalence ratio was 0.44.
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Figure 9. Time trace of fluctuating pressure when the noise
was dominated by sharp resonant peaks. The flame
temperature was 1860 K and the equivalence ratio 0.57.
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Figure 11. Time trace of fluctuating pressure when the
combustor was operating near its lean blow out limit.
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